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INDIAN MILITARY EXPENDITURE. 
:o:--

INTRODUCTION. 

ct. T this juncture when, in response to enlightened &I\ Indian opinion, as voiced by the people's repre-
• sentatives in the Yiceregal Legislati-ve Council 

in March Jast, the Government of India, in the 
Finance Department, is busily engaged in the arduous 
task of investigating into the details of our overgrown 
public expenditure~ with a view to economy and re
trenchrn£>nt, it would not be unuseful to rivet pu1>1iC' 
attention on one important branch thereof which now 
absorbs almost the whole of the net land revenue or 
the Empire. That rewnue, according to the latest 
parliamentary return, stood in 1909-10 at 20'55 
million £or 30'82 crore rupees exclusive ofthat derived 
from forests. On the other hand, the net expenditure 
on roilitary servict>s, namely, the army, marine, 
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military works and special defence works, stood at 
19'11. million l or 28'66 crore rupees. Ten years 

, ago, the net land revenue stood at 16'73 million 
sterling, while the net army charges amounted to 
15'47 million l. Accordingly, ]and revenue has 
increased during the interval to thtJ extent of 22'8 
per cent. against military expenditure which has 
increased 23'53 per cent. If, therefore, we sny that 
military expenditure has mounted during the. 
period at a ·faster speed than land revenue, we 
11hal1 be strictly giving expression to what is the 
bare truth. Of course, we are 'perfectly aware of the 
reasons urged in justification of the increase as more 
specifically outlined in the annual Financial State· 
ment. But their soundness or unsoundness could 
only be ascertained by impartial experts outside the 
pale and influence of our Indian Military bureaucracy. 
None, however, will have the temerity to deny •that 
11ufficient . grounds exist for inve~tigation into the 
details of the army charges with a view to finding out 
how far there is 'room for substantial retrenchment. 
After all, it should be remembered that an annual 
heavy expenditure on an army on a warfooting in 
ti'mes of peace is really an economic war;te,' A poor 
country like India can never afford the luxury of such 
wasteful expenditure which at the best is unproduc
tive and a great bar to that healthy economic develop .. 
ment which the Government and the people are most 
anxious of promoting. It is said that the cost 
annually incurred on an army on warfooting is a good 



~'premium of insurance." But even such a premium~ 
let it be borne in mind, has to be incurred in proportion· 
to the ability of the country buying the security. There 
is such a thing as underwriting a remote risk Q.t too 
-exorbitant, if not " killing," rate. In ordinary life, 
no individual could a~ insure his life or property 
at a premium which he cannot afford unless he wishes 
to incu.r a heavy debt or go into insolvency. There is a 
certain well·defined limit in this matter. To go beyond it 
Js in reality to waste the assets of a people. Accordingly, 
to maintain a costly army, in times _of piping peace, 
on a warfooting, is really a policy of waste, altogether 
inexcusable in a country like India, admittedly poor in 
comparison w"ith the poorest countries of the West. 
The expenditure so incurred could be more wisely and 
profitably utilised instead for the greater moral and 
material progress of the people. Scores of objects of 
1)opular utility remain unaccomplished by reason of 
the necessary lack of funds. But whiie fun~s in ever· 
.increasing amounts have bPen and are invariably found 
for army expenditure, this excuse about the want of 
·eternal pence for useful public objects is pharisaically 
urged by the Government-say, for such objectil as 
education and sanitation and for the fostering and 
development of industries and manufactures which 
·create wealth. The history of Indian military finance 
from 1885 to date furnishes the amplest evidence of 
the fact just stated. 'took at the sums in increai;ing 
amounts annually spent on that expenditure and 
eontrast them with those spent on pressing objects of 
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th~ bighE>~t public utility. As the late Sir Auckland' 
Colvin bnd Mr. {now Sir Courtenay) I! bert observed in
their joint minute of dissent of 14th August 1885, a 
minute_ to which I have made reference at length in. 
the sequel, "a standing army \\·hich is larger than is
necessary for home requirements will be a tempt
ing and almost an irresistible weapon of offence· 
beyond the border." The imperative necessity under 
tbt> circumstances of curtailing army expenditure on a 

·war footing in times of profound peace must be apparent 
to any person who cares to bestow some serious 
thought on the subject. While the luckless tillers of 
the soil, to be counted by 20 crores, work hard, year 
in and year out, midst abundance or scarcity which 
spells their prosperity or adversity, and pour into the
State tre~sury fully 30 crore Rupees per annum, tht>- . 
product of their incessant toil, here is the Government 
lavishing ~n its parnpered army of only 2! lakbs, a 
thousandth part of the agriGultural population, the
same · 30 'crores! and yet that authority 'is never· 
tired of proclaiming urbi et m·bi that the land revenue· 
is the backbone of the country's fin:inces! If that be· 
so, do not commonsense and prudence alike dictatt>
that such a backbone should be conserved and made
stronger instead of being weakened and wasted in the· 
manner that it is being constantly done? It. will,_ 
therefore, be rearlily admitted, that no branch of public 
expenditure at this juncture stands in greater need of 
a fair and reasona~le retrenchment than the overgrown. 
expenditure of our army. · 
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FULL INTENSITY OF GROWTH OF .AR~iY EXPENDITURE.: 

So far reference bas been made to the fact of tlie
gro~ing army expenditure which eats away th~ sub
stance provided for by the labour of the poorest masse~, 
tillt>rs of a soil far from ~·ich. But this growth during 
thl' last ten years gives but an inadequate idea of the 
unproductire expenditure. If we are to emphasise the 
imminent e.rpediency of retrenchment at this eventful 
crisis, when the Government finds itself at its wit's 
end to bring back an t~quilibrium between revenue anCl 
·expenditure, we must trarel back further afield and 
endeavour to apprehend the full intensity of the growth 
since 1885·86. That memorable year first "Saw the 
commencement of a new foreign policy, and, conse· 
quently, of that larger army expenditure which is ·now 
acknowledged in all disinterested quarters to be into
lerable. During the prt>ceding years, say, from 
1861·62, the process of the consolidation of the 
Empire was going on. Retrenchment and economy of a 
severe type were strictly enforced, thanks to the eco
nomic conscience of such vigilant and argus-eyed watch· 
dogs of finance as Sir John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence, 

. Lord :\layo, Lord Xorthbrook and Lord Ripon.· The 
work of consolidation was fully accomplished by the 
year 1871-72. Between that year and 1876-77 
the net army expenditure had averaged 14'50 crore 
rupees. During the next few years the country was 
unfortunately at war with the Amir of MgbaniStan. 
It averaged 15'41 crore rupees. In 1880•81 it ·rase
exceedingly high, say, over 21 crores, owing tO the 
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disasters which fell British arms in the fresh campaign 
which .had to be embarked upon by reason of. the
murder of Louis Cavignari, the British plenipotentiary 
at Kabul. The war expenses were all adjusted and 
paid for by 1882, when the Government of Mr. Glad
stone gave a large contribution in aid thereof. Lord 
Ripon's Government, with .Major Sir Evelyn Baring 
(now Lord Cromer) as Finance Minister, was able to. 
bring back military expenditurfi to 16'50 crore rupees,. 
afte~ havi~g given substantial relief to the taxpayers 
by a reduction of .8 annas per maund of the salt duty 
and by the abolition of all import duties save on liquor· 
and arms. 

The growth of the army expenditure then from. 
1884-85 may be exhibited as follows:-

] 884-85 ... 
1885-86 ... 
189Q-91 ... 
1891-92 ... 
1893-94 ... 
1894-95 .. . 
1898-99 .. . 
1899·1900 

Crore Rs. 
17'05 
20'06 
21'09 
22'66 
23'53 
24'31 
23'05 
26'44 

It will be noticed that the first big jump was. 
taken in 1885-86. From 17'05 crore rupees during 
the preceding year, it mounted up ns high as. 
20'06 · crore rupees which was an increase by one bound 
of fully 3 crore rupPes. The year, it should ~· 

remembered, was the memorable one which witnt>ssed 
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the warlike activity induced by the Penjdeh "incident" 
and the ~xpedition immediately after that event t() 
Upper Burmah for the acquisition of the kingdom of the 
ill·fated King Theebaw under divers hollow pretexts 
which might be profitably ]earned from th..., Blue Book 
on that subject, As if that increase of 3 crores was 
not .enough the expenditure was allowed to run higher 
and higher till in 1899-1900, it rose to 26'44 crore 
rupees. In other words. in thirteen years more, the 

·increase amounted to 6'38 crore rupees. 
The next expenditure between 1900·1901 and 

1909 .. 1910, was as follow~ :-
Crore Rs. 

1900-1901 23'20 
1901·1902 24'24 
1902·1903 26'44 
1903·1904 27'21 
1904·1905 31'03 
1905·1906 29'1W 
1906·1907 30'25 
1907-1908 28'86 
1908·1909 29'40 
1909·1~ 10 28'66 
The annual average amounted to 27'87 crore 

rupees which is in excess of 1'43 crore of that for 
1899-1900. But if we take that the expenditure 
fairly stood at 23'20 crore rupees at the commence
ment of the century, then the growth in the last ten 
years amounts to 5'46 crores or an increase of 54'60 
1 akhs per year! Thus, the real intensity of the growth 



may ·now be gauged. In· 1884·85, the expenditure 
stOOd at the reasonably inod~rate figure of 17'05 crores. 
In 1.909·10 it stood at 28'66 crores or an increase of 
11'61 or, say, at the rate of nearly 4fl'44 lakhs per 
annum. We_ might .under the circumstances of the 
growth just described, very well presume, that were t~e 
Government to sound enlightened public opinion to .. day 
by means of a plebescite on the particular expenditure 
which it should deem well suited for a substantial 
retrenchment, there could be no two opinions that' it 
would be in favoqr of the overgrown army charges which 
absorb almost wholly the net land revenue of the 
empire. The industrious ryot is taxed in order to 
provide the needed "food for powder." 

CAUSES OF THE INCREASE. 

J have already observed that the colossal increase 
has been sought to be justified year after year. Divers 
reasons have been assigned for it; but the soundness 
-{)r unsoundness thereof, I repeat, can only be ascer
tained by impartial experts.· These increases have been 
incurred, according to the annual financial statement, for 
a variety of purposes, such a!! warlike expeditions on 
. the frontiers and beyond the statutory boundaries of 
·India as defined in the Parliamentary legislation of 
. 1858 for the better Government of India; on the 
increase in 1885-86 of 30,000 troops, 10,000 European 
and 20,000 Indian, against which all India protested; 
{)n the construction of a larger number of military 

: roads and defence works, apart from that of strategic 
. railways, the cost of which is not included in the ex-
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penditure; on continual better 1!quipment so;.called of 
the army in general by way of arms and ammunitions, 
-arms and ammunitions sanctioned and obtained. to· 
-day to be rejected as obsolete or not quite up·to·date 
to--morrow and the day after; on pay and pensions of 
the European branch of the army ; on pay and pensions 
·of the Indian branch; on mobilisation, the cost ·of 
which after being declared in black and white as non;. 
recurring has been off and on inc~rred under a variety 
-of pretexts, in hatching which the :Military Department 
is, of course, an expert; on a score of minor objects of 
·supposed military efficiency or utility;· and, last, though 
not lea.;t,' on what are known as the home ·military 
·charges demnna~d in the spirit of Shylock by that . 
masterful and omnipotent organisation known as the 
British War Office-charges or exactions of a perma
nent character, to be computed by lakhs of rupees 
against which the Government of India itself has 
~:E'peatedly entered vigorous remonstances but in vain. 

' GROWTH DE:'\IANDS SEARCHISG SCRUTINY. 

Bqt be the reasons what they may,justifiable or un
justifiable, sound or hollow, there can be no two opinions 
that the army expenditure has steadily grown to a colos
sal figure and that at a faster speed th&n the growth of 
revenue which now demands the most searching scrutiny 
and overhaul for purposes of reasonable retrenchment 
and Pconomy without impairing its efficiency, though 
unfortunately the public have never been informed 
exactly in what that efficiency is supposed to consist. 
Each Commander-in-Chief seems to have his own no-
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tions of efficiency. What one militant Amurath has laid 
down as a standard of efficiency is rejected by his succes .. 
sor. Thus, the standard of efficiency bas been a shifting 
ODP, It bas fluctuated with the views of t.be head oi 
the military department fpr the time being. Were: 
the Finance Department to go minutely into the ques• 
tion, it is to be feared that it will have to lay at the 
door of this shibboleth of efficiency many an expendi
ture that has been w,asted in the past. It is exceed· 
ingly doubtful whether it will undertake a task so· 
disagreeable. We have a virid recollection of the way 
in which the majority of the Welby Commission under 
the dominant influence of the War Office and Treasury 
officials who were its members, tried to explain away,. 
most apologetically, of course, this branch of Indian 
public expenditure. Their report so far was extreme
ly disappointing, nay, against the weight of the· 
convincing evidence, submitted with a variety or' statis· 
tics adduced by the Government of India itself, and, 
also against the weight of the evidence of the Indian 
witnesses and ·the Secretary of the British C.!>ngress 
Committee in London. 
CRY FOR RETRENCHMENT FOR 1'HE LAST MANY YEARS. 

Now, it may be observed at this stage that the 
public demand for a reduction of the growing army 
expenditure is not a subject of to-day or yesterday. 
The Government bas been appealed to and memori• 
alised time out of number during the last quarter of a 
century. It has been the one theme of_ continuous 
a gitation and discussion in the press and on th&-
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public platform all over the country since the inglori· 
ous .Jays or' the Penjdeh " incident" and the forcible
seizure of Upper Burmab. Many a leading public
body has petitioned the G-ovt>rnment here, and occa
sionally e\'en that highest Court of Justict, the
British Parliament, which unluckily for us bas for 
years relegated to Proridence the trust which Prod
deuce had confided to it for our better welfare and 
greater contentment. The Congress, too, as \'Oicing _ 
all shades of responsiple Indian public opinion, has,. 
from the very day of its birth, continued to attract 
the attention of the governing authorities to the 
subject in its Resolutions. Again, in the Viceregal 
Legislative Council our representatires, from 1893 to
date, hare consistently protested against the growing 
expenditure and appealed for a reasonable retrench
ment. It will be thus perceived how much this dead 
weight of the military octopus bas been felt by the
taxpayers and for what a prolonged period. 

TWO FUNDAMENTAL CAUSES OF GROWTH. 

(1) Amalgamation Scheme of 1859. 
(2) Change of Policy. 
Without entering into the details of the gro~tb 

or animadrerting_ on the injustice or justice of many 
a charge, we may endeavour to ascertain the funda
mental causes which have largely contributed to the 
expenditure \\'hich has now assumed such colossd 
proportio'ns and which, if allowed to grow unchecked. 
in time, is liable to plunge Indian finances in the
most SE'rious E-mbarrassment. These are: (1) The-
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-fateful army amalgamation scheme of 1859; and (2) 
the change of policy of the Government of India in 
relation to the frontier and transfrontiers since 1885. 
As to the amalgamation scheme, it is superfluous at 
ibis time of the day to describe it. Sufficient to say, 
it was forced on the Government of India ~n 1859 by 
the Home Government against the almost unanimm~s 

-opinion of the most trusted and experienced British 
-officers who bad served for a lifetime in the army in 
this country, notably General Sir G. Balfour whose 
vigorous condemnation of it ~ay 'still be read with 
profit in the evidence recorded by the East India 
Finance Committee of" 1871-74. The net result of 
that fateful scheme bas been that lakhs upon lakhs 
have been claimed and exacted by the British War Office 
for a variety of purposes, often of a most unfair and 
unreasonable character, which have from time to time 

iormed the subject of vigorous remonstrances by 
succt>ssive Governments of India· and by many a 
Secretary of State.. These unjust exactions have not. 
been a little fruitful in disturbing the eiltimates of 
Indian Revenue. And it is evident to those who have 
fully studied the financial evils of the great~st magni· 
tude which have flowed from this ont>rous scheme 
.<Juring the last 50 years and more, that lakhs upon 
Jakbs will continue to be. claimed and t>xacted by the. 
rapaci~us British War Office in the future till the 
hardened conscience of England in this matter "bas been 
aroused. by some great parliamentarian in the House. 
-of Commons and the scheme knocked on the bead. 
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Before, thlf direct government of the. country was
assumed by the Crown in 1858, the European btanch 
of the Indian army, it should be remembered, was
partly recruited in this country and partly in England. 
Its combined strength at the outbreak of the Sepoy 

_Mutiny was 39,375 British and 214,~85 Indian troops~ 
After the close of that Mutiny it was decided that 
the Indian army should be recognised on the basic· 
principle of one European soldier to every two Indian. 
The entire organisation of the army was to be directed· 
from England by the War Office. Whatever cl1anges
took place in the army organisation these bad to be.· 
adopted here without one if or but, without counting . 
their cost and without a consideration of Indian 
conditions wl:.tich are so widely different from those of 
England. In short, the Indian Gorernment was to be
detmed next to negligible and the Indian taxpayer -
never to be thought of. Is it a wonder that such an one• 
sided and unfair scheme was condf'mned in toto by· 
Indian military experts from the very day of the
amalgamation? The exceedingly burdensome nature· 
of the scheme was fully inquired into by the East India 
Finance Committee, consisting of members of both 
Hou~;es of Parliament, who recorded evidence on 
Indian affairs from 1871 to 1874. No member thereof 
was more assiduous in getting at fact.s, and searchingly 
sifting them to the bottom than that great friend of 
India, the late Professor Fawcett. Sir Charles Trevel· 
yan, who was Gorernor of Madras and afterwards
Finance Minister in 1865, observed in his evidence on. 
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the scheme, "'it was based on a priftciple which has 
been found to be extravagant and crushing in practice," 
}Ir. Fawcett himself, after having ably mastered the 
full'details olthis "extravagant and crushing" scheme, 
.condemned it in the following scathing terms :-"A 
few years after the abolition of the East India 
Company, what is known as the Army amalgamation 
J;cheme was carried out in direct opposition to the 
:advice of the most experienced Indian statesmen, 
India was then, a.s it were, bound hand and foot, to 
·9ur own costly system of army administration, without 
any regard apparently being had to the fact that 
variou~ schemes of military organisation which may be 
perfectly suited to a country so w~althy as England, 
may be altogether unsuited to a country so poor as 
India • • A partnership has been established 
between England and India and as one of the 
.countries is extremely rich and the other extremely 
poor, much·of the same incongruity and many of the 
·same inconveniences arose as if two individuals were 
to join in housekeeping, one of whom, had £20,000 a 
year and the other only £1000. An expendi'ture which 
may be quite appropriate to the one whose income is 
£20,000 would bring nothing but embarrassment to the 
one whose income is only £1000. The money which 
is expended may be judiciously laid out, but if the 
man with the smaller income finds that he is graduaJly 
·becoming embarrassed with ·debt because he has to 
live beyond his means, it is no compensation to him to 
be told that he is only called to contribute his proper 
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t;bare of-tl1e expensE-s, His position would be the more 
intolerable if, like India, after having been comJ!elled 
against his wish to join the partnership he is forcE-d to 
~ontinne in wbet.ber be dE>sires to do so or not." 

FINANCIAL lltRDENS OF THE AMALGA:'II.ATION SCHEME. 

This, is exa.ctly the position to wblch India 
bas been reduced by the mischievous amalga· 
mation 11cbeme of 1859. It has been in force for 52 
years during which many embittered controversies have 
taken place between the India. Office and the War 
Office but in which t.he former has hardly been ever 
completely successful. Hf:'avy claims, sometimes of a 
most irritating character, were preferred against India 
on which the Secretary of State had bad to arbitrate 
with but little relief to the Indian revenues. More or 
less he was worsted by the masterful War Office with 
its clever "experts''. Sometimes matters. were of so 
delicate and complicated a character that a small 
departmental committee or a commission had to b~ 
appointed to settle the differences between the War 
Office an4 the Indian Government. 'one of such 
commissions was presided over by no Jess a personage 
of experience and influence than tbe late Earl of 
Xorthbrook who l'as Viceroy of India from 1872 to 
1876. OC course, the claims of the War Office had been 
somehow arbitrated upon. But evf:'n then they were 
declared to be exorbitant if not "scandalous." 

It would he asked what is the nature of the 
charges which have been so fruitful of a periodical 
investigation and the subject of so many indignant 
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and emphatio: protests by the Government of India,. 
Thes& .might ·be fully learned from· the numeroU& 
. despatches addressed by that authority to the Secretary 
of State as occasions arose. But l will give here som~ 
of the most important of them. (1) Capitation 
~11owance ;_ (2) depot charges; (~) transport charges; 
( 4) store charges; (5) regimental pay of officers and 
soldiers and ·their allowances; (6) furlough charges; 
(7) field and ordnance arms and ammunition charges,. 
{8) miscellaneous, and last though not the least; 
pensions to retired officers and soldiers. The total of 
all these, it may be mentioned, came in 1908-09 to. 
4'67 mi1lion sterling or, say, 7 crore rupees! But 
they were not half so burdensome 30 years ago,. 
though even then, · the Government of the day 
used to inveigh against it. For instancP., in its 
despatch of 8th l'ebruary, 1878, it was observf'd,. 
" that placed as it was under the serious responsibi1i· 
ty of ·so administering . the affairs of the gr~atest 
4ependency of the British Crown, that while British 
supremacy is strictly guarded, 'the means of securing 
that end shaH not unduly weigh on the pe~ple of 
the country, it was con~trained to repi·est>nt to Her 
:Majesty's Government that the burden thro\\'n upon 
India on account of the British troops is excessive,. 
and beyond what an impartial judgment would assign 
in considering the relative material wealth of the two
countries and the mutual obligations that subsist 
between them • • All that we can do is to appeal 
to the British Government for an impartial view of 
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the relative financial capacity of the two countries to 
bear the charges that arise from the maintenance of 
the army of Great Britain, and for a generous con· 
sideration of the share assigned by the wealthiest 
nation in the world to a dependency so comparatively 
poor and so little advanced as India." Again, the 
Simla Army Commission, which was appointed in 1879 
and presided over by so brilliant and able an adminis· 
trator as the late Sir Ashley Eden, then Lieutenant· 
Governor of Bengal, and which counted among its 
members Colonel Sir Frederick (now Field Marshal 
Lord) Roberts and other experienced military officers 
serving in India, was constrained in its report to. 
observe as· follows :-Para 185 :-"We think that the 
1)osition of the army employed in this country should 
be organised and administered with due regard to the 
interests of the people of India, and not for the 
)?urpose of supplying defects in the system of home 
defences, and above all, that it should not be made 
the means of obtaining, at the cost of India, ad van· 
tages for the arrny at Home which do not entirely 
affect the interests of the country." In its Military 
Despatch of 22nd 1\Iay 1879, the Government of Lord 
Lytton observed : " A large part of the Home expendi· 
ture is for pensions, furlough allowances, the overland 
troop transport service and stores. The remainder is 
for payments to the Imperial Government on account 
of Imperial troops which have been repeatedly in· 
.vestigated, but with results we have not been able to. 
accept as satisfactory." Two years -Jater, the Go.-

2 
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vernment of Lord Ripon remonstrated on the burden of 
these charges on the following telling manner. Para 
44 of despatch No. 401 of 1881 :-"It has to be 
observed that, wbert>as the British garrison in India bas 
practically remained unaltered in respect of numbers 
and efficiency for many years past, itl! cost bas been 
in course of constant increase from the various changes 
which have been made with organisation. of the 
British army, changes made entirely, it may be said, 
from Imperial considerations in which Indian inte• 
rests have not. been' consulted or advanced • • • 
It bas to be remembered that charges which co not 
-cause any very serious addition to the English 
estimates, and which are carried on without the least 
reference to India involve very much larger charges on 
the Indian revenues by reason of the much more 
liberal allowances enjoyed by officers in the country. 
The conversion, for example, of the first captains of 
Royal Artillery into l\Iajors gives the officer so 
-promoted an increase of 5 shillings a day in England; 
in this country the difference between the pay of a 
Major and a Captain of Artillery is Rs. 342 a month." 
Later on, Lord Ripon's Government followed its previ· 
ous despatch of 1881 by another, of 21 Nov. 1884, 
in wnich it gave a succinct account of the principal 
increases in the Home military charges, from 1864-65, 
entailing on the aggregate a permanent burden of 
£ 800,000. The despatch said :-" These additional 
.charges amount to more than 800,000 £ a year. 
Some . of them were necessary for improvements; 
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others were· imposed with little or no reference to 
Indian wants, and in most cases without the Indian 
·Government having any voice in the matter." 

~ro give a fair idea of the difference merely in the 
pay of regimental office~s in the British and the 
Indian army, I would give authentic figures as were 
submitted in a series of statements to the Welby 
Commiss_ion by the India Office. These will at once 
inform you of the cogency and reasonableness of the 
·main argument advanced by Lord Ripon's Government 
as just stated above, namely, that a single change in. 
organisation or an increase of pay entails an enormous 
burden on Indian revenues which is hardly ever taken 
into account· by the Imperial Government at home, 

Uonth1y pay. Artillery. 

r---A-----.. 
British Indian 

i~olonel Commandant Rs. 883 910 

" " " 568 1665 
Lieutenant Colonel 

" 
589 1002 

~lajor ;, 316 789 
.Captain, with higher rank 

" 
263 411 

" 
.without 

" " 
231 417 

Lieutenant after 10 years 
" 

175 26i 

" 
3 

" " 
159 265 

Lieutenant on appointment , 130 213 



2.0. 

Colont>l 
Lieutenant Colonel 
1\fajor 
Captain with higher rank 

" 
without 

" 

1\Ionthly pay. Cavalry .. 
r--.A..--, 

British Indian . 
Rs. 950 1033 

" 
519 1437 

" 
393 809" 

" 
289. 503" 

" 
289 503" 

Lieutenant after 10 years' Service 196 305 

" 
3 

" 
196 305 

" 
on appointment 

" 
178 25() 

Sub· Lieutenant " 
132 250 

Monthly pay. Infantry .. 
r--A--, 

British Indian 
Colonel Rs. 888 918 
Lieutenant Colonel , 422 1402· 
Major , 340 7 59· 
Captain with higher rank , 273 44& 

without , , 240 445. 
Lieutenant after 10 years' Servict> 170 256 

" 3 " 153 256 
Lieutenant on appointment , . 133 202 
Sub-Lieutenant , 136 202 

It would be seen how costly was an officer of the· 
Indian army in 1895·96, compared to that of the
British. But cos_tly as he was in that year, it is super·' 
flnous to inform you that he is even more costly to·day. 
owing to the hight>r pay since allowed and at the· 
lower exchange of 16 instead of 22d. The European. 
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soldier, too, is similarly a costlier machine to-day 
than what he was fifteen years ago. 

I may now quote another extract from the · 
Go\'ernment of India's de@patch of 20th February, 
1895, in which it discussed four ways of reducing 
military expenditur£>, but was perforce obliged to say 
that constituted as the army was, there was no hope 
of effecting " any material reduction of its expenditure." 
All that it can do was "to endeavour to restrict the 
increase of the cost of the army within the nnrrowest 
limits compatible with the maintenance of the peace 
and security of the Indian Empire." In this despatch, 
the Go1ernment further observed as follows in regard 
to the pay of the British troops :-" The pay of the . 
Briti~<h troops serving in India is not fixed by the 
Government of this country. It is fixed in sterling 
by the ~Iajesty's Government and India has to pay in 
its dE'preciated currency an increasing numbe1· of 
rupees according ns the gold value of the rupee dimi
nishes. :\Ioreover, nearly e\'E'ry alteraticn in organisa.
tion in the British army and changes connected with 
the interior economy of regiments and batterit>s have 
been productive of expenditure and have nt>cessarily 
been followed by c•mesponding charges in expenditure 
on India." In the last 30 yf'ars the cost of these mea
fiUres has amounted to £9,34,6-10, say, 1.40 crore 
rupees and this in one single itf'm! But we ail know 
that ~ince l 895, the pay of the British soldier bas been 
greatly augmented, so that to-day t.be charges under 
this head may be placed nearer at 2 crores at the least. 



'The two items of the pay of soldiers and officers of the
European branch of the modern army alone show how 
crushing is the burden on the Indian revenues, thank& 
t(; the amalgamation scheme. 

Another ever-increasing and ever-recurring charge
is on account of war material. Science daily ad ranees 
and with the progress of science what Gladstone called 
"the resources of cirilisation," are also being vigorous· 
Iy forged. War is indeed a great misfortune. The· 
expenses incidental to it are crushing for a"poor country 
Jike India. But when a large standing army is perma
nently maintained on a warfooting, the expenditure, -it 
will be readily admitted, grows intolerably burdensome. 
It practically runs to waste. n is tantamount to the· 
destruction of so much of the national income. So that 
as army kept on warfooting in times of peace is not 
only burdenson.;e but most prejudicial to the economic 
progress of the country. Next to the pay of soldier& 
and officers no expenditure is more costly than that of 
arms and ammunition. Science yearly forges new 
weapons of destruction, the basal principle being to 
devise instruments whereby the largest number of men 
may be killed in the shortest possible time. So that a 
dreadful instrument of this nature approved and 
adopted to-day, becomes obsolete tomorrow by reason 
of a new one which supersedes it. The Indian Govern· 
ment having been for years ali\'e to this disquieting, if 
not troubl~:~some, aspect of expenditure has no doubt 
established arms factories in the country itself where it 
can as far as possible forge aU pieces of ordnance and 
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other smaller arms at a lower cost than that obtained 
from England. But neither the skill nor the reeources 

-available in the country can produce all that is wanted 
in order to save the cost of the heavy war material 
annually imported. These arms and ammunitions cost 
in 1895, nearly a crore of rupees. In the despatch 
already referred to, the Government of India, accord· 
ingly, observed as follows: "Everything connected 
with war material now costs more than it did, and 
spPaking in a general way, larger supplies have to be 
obtained. So long as military science progresses, so 
long will the cost of ,material increase, and add to our 
military expenditure.'' And verily it has been iucreas· 
ing as each military budget informs us. 

From the foregoing remarks it will be evident 
that in no way is the amalgamation scheme beneficial 
to the country. On the contrary, it is a huge millstone 
bung round poor India's neck. It is so heavy as to 
break its neck one day with the most unimagined 
coil sequences. , They increase the pay of the European 
8oldier and officer, and straightaway India has to 
provide from her revenue so much additional expPndi
ture. They increase under some pretext or another 
the European ·army, and straightaway India has again 
to provide a larger eharge which may be counted by 
lakhs. But the story of additional charges of a 
crushing character does not end here. It should be 
remembered that every increase in the strength of the 
European army signifies additional charges for both 
effective and non·effecti';'e services-for pay and allow-
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ances, for provisions, for clothing, for stores and war 
material, for exchange, for mobilisation, for· transport 
service and -so on ; also for pensions. These artt 
intolerable charges which the army amalgamation 
scheme has entailed on India during the last 52 years 
and is still destined to entail till the ·country is one 
day relieved of this great incubus. 

Such being . the case the following extract from 
the Military despatch of the Government o( India of 
25th March, 1890, will be perfectly intelligible in 
reference to its criticism on the unctuous plea, eter· 
,nally urged by the War Office, that the charges entailed 
on India are actual cost on1y and rio more. Para 7. 
" The actual cost to the British exchequ£>r, if calculated 
by a purely arithmetical method, is undoubtedly the 
cost of the force in the United Kingdom, which would 
not need to be kept up if the Empire of India did not 
exist, and no army had to be maintained in India; but 
it is nowhere proved that the charges raised on account 
of that force r~present the actual extra cost to the 
British Exchequer, while the-re are many other condi
tions which would have to be considered before this 
method of calculation could be accepted. The difficul· 
ties in the organisation of the British Army, and the 

-necessity for inducing men to join the Army cannot be 
admitted to arise from the presence of a portion of the 
Army in_ India. These difficulties, -we apprehend, 
arose from a variety of causes, which have no direct 
relation to -India. Again, in · India Office letter 
No. IU-W., dated 21st March; 1876, Lord Salisbury 
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~istinctly declined to accept the contention of the War 
()ffice on this bead. "Nor can we accept", says the 
Indian Government, without questioning the statement 
that the Indian drafts are the first reserve for the 
Indian Army, and that in order to avoid employing 
these elsewhere; the Home Government pay £50,0000 
a year for the army reserve. In the first place, it must 
be point.ed out that the regiments, batteries and drafts, 
-sent out to India are despatched during the whole of 
the trooping season t.o supply the places of men being 
-sent home discharged to the reserve or invalided, and 
to make good the annual waste of life, so that the 
assumption of the War Office, in assuming that the 
11,500 men referred to will be efficient as a " first ' 
reserve" for India. could hold good only if war were 
imminent at a particular morr.ent before the commence
ment of the trooping season. If war broke out 
aft.er the trooping season had closed, these 11,500 
men would not be available as a "first reserve." In 
the second placf', Mr. Stanhope observed in his letter 
{)f 14t.h February, 1888, that "it was far from 
improbable that the same circumstance which necessi
tated a mobilisation in India might also render it 
impossible for this country to part with any consider-

- able portion of the small number of regular troops in 
·the United Kingdom." We infer from this statement 
that India cannot reckon with certainty on receiving 
-even these 11,500 men in case of emergency. )(this 
inf~rence be correct, then it seems to us it cannot be 
alleged with accuracy, that the reserve is kept up 
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because the services of these 11,500 men are hypothe-
cated to India, and generally it appears hardly reason·. 
able to assume that in regulating the strength of the 
reserve of the British army, the annual drafts for India 
have been or ought to be counted in fixing the strength 
ofthe army reserve. We do not understand that 16,00(} 
men are kept l.1p all the year round; and the army 
reserve was instituted in order to give the British army 
a reserve of trained soldiers and to enable a reduced 
army to be maintained at home in the interests of 
India were in no way specially considered. And yet it is. 
on the assumption of the character which the Govern
ment of India bas proved to be inaccurate that the War 

' Office makes an annually exorbitant charge under 
capitation allowance and pretends to say th11t the cost 
is the actual cost when it is nothing of the kind ! 

The short sen ice system, whereby there is a more· 
rapid change of Britii:~h troops, bas been similarly 
alleged by the War Office to be a real benefit to India·. 
The Indian Government was able t.o point out the· 
fallacy of that statement also. Shorter service means 
more frequent transport service and other larger· 
expensPs. It was established, as that authority cor· 
rectly says, " because men could not be obtained 
under existing conditions, under the long service 
system, and that the Government of the day believed · 
that short service with reserves was better suited to. 
the circumstances of the time than the existing 
system. It was no consideration for the efficiency of" 
the army or India that asked the short ser\'ice system. 
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and its suitability to the Indian requ\rements has
been gra\'ely questioned on more than one occasion."· 
True, indeed, the short service was introduced because· 
under the industrial condition of England, soldiering. 
had lost all the attraction it.had once possessed. The· 
industries and· manufactures of Great Britain offer a 
more remunerative and safe employment compared 
to the poor and insecure employment of a mere· 
soldier. Had India been allowed to recruit its own 
European army in this country itself as was the case· 
with the East India Company, no such difficulty would 
have occurred and the British troops might have been· 
raised at 50 per cent. leEs cost. To-day recruiting for· 
the territorial army created by Lord Haldane is even 
more difficult and it is notorious from the immense· 
difficulties recruiting sergeants have met with 
in their annual compaign of capturing the raw material 
to be converted or manufactnred into "food for 
powder." The recent organisation of "boy scouts" 
tE>lls us plainly to what straits the War Minister has 
.hf'en driven to fill up his territorial army to the· 
required strength. In the proportion of the difficulty 
larger baits by way of pay, bounty, and other doucers
have to be offE'red. All that may be very well for 
••ealthy England but it bt'comes a crushing burden for 
poor India. 

So far the fact cannot be gainsaid of the· grierous
conspquences that hare hitherto floi'ed, and are still 
flowing without any check or control, from the unfair
and altogether one-sided army amalgamation scheme-
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{)f 1859. Epg1and is to call for any tune . sh& pleases 
without let or hindrance and India must pay the 
.piper-that is the greatest iniquity. 

CHANGE OF FOREIGN POLICY AND ITS DISASTROUS 

CONSE~VENCES. _ 

We may now turn to the other fundamental 
-eause which ha:; contributed to the growth of military 
.expenditure. In the polity of nations, it is a recog· 
nised maxim that expenditure depends on policy. As a 
,government conceives, whether wisely or unwisely 
tleed not be considered, what should be its defensive 
and offensive policy, so are public funds E-xpended in 
pursuaqce thereof, very often irrespective of the ability 
of a people ·to bear the burden of expenditure. In 
the debate on the Lords' amendment to the Veto Bill, 
Lord Haldane said : ' It was perfectly obvious that , 
with every Government the Budget of the year m11st 
develop some policy.. The budget of the day was 
part of the political progmmme of the yea,r. . With 
regard to the budget of 1909 I should think that the 
govm·ning 'p1r•rpose of that budget 1vas to em,bodypolicy" ~ 
Continental nations, like Germany, Russia and 
Austria, with extensive _land frontiers and surrounded 
by warlike neighbours, consider the maintenance of 
Jarge land forces imperative for purposes either of 
rt-pelling invasion or taking the offensive, pro\'oked or 
unprovoked. On the other hand, a nation situated as 
the English, surrounded on all sides by sea, and 
having no land frontiers at all, has to maintain a large 
navy both for attack and defence. Again, there is a 
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<:ountry like France with three large seaboards and 
also an extensire land frontier beyond which are
militant neighbours. Such a country has to maintain 
both a powerful army and navy, Thus the· policy of. 
each country, according to its physical and other
conditions, dictates whether, and what sum it should< 
spend on the army or the navy or both. The expendi
ture, however, may be reasonable, and within the
ability of the people to bear it or it may be most 
burdensome entailing heavy taxation which may be 
deemed intoler~ble. All depends for the time being 
on the views of statesmen at the helm of Government .. 
Men imbued with the spirit of Spread·eaglism or · 
Chauvinism or Imperialism may maintain forces so
large as to entail an exceedingly heavy expenditure •. 
While there may be persons at the head of State who· 
may hold more pacific views, intent on productive· 
rather than unproductive expenditure, and fully alive 
to the ability of the taxpayers to bear the burden .. 
These would incur a moderate expenditure for the 
maintenance of the army and the navy. Sometimes 
this policy wholly depends on the character of the 
head of the State alone, be he Kaiser or Tsar or 
Emperor whose will is law. With a military df.lspot 
as such the burdens are more or less most grievous. 

India is no exception to this genE>ral rule. The
Indian Gavernment changes from time· to t.ime. One 
adopts a wise policy of neutrality and pacific inten· 
tions towards its near and distant neighbours, and 
therefore maintains a force which is the least costly .. 
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Eut another succeeds and lays down a policy of an 
altogether opposite character under a variety of pre
texts and keeps up an army, the cost of which is 
·~xceedingly intolerable to the taxpayer. . Apart from 
· the colour of the changing administrations, there is 
the subordination of the administration itself to the 
.Secretary of State. That functionary, in his turn, baa 
to acquiesce in the decision of the British Cabinet of 
·which he is a member. The Cabinet may decide on a 
particular line of army policy to be pur~ued for India. 
It may happen that snch a policy may be fraught with 
no advantage to the couttry. All the same he must 
-acquiesce in it. If ·his conscience would not permit 
of such acquiescence he might resign to give place to 
another who would ·be sufficientiy pliant. Thus to 
the original evil of the policy which the Indian admi· 
nistration itself might adopt at a time there is the 
~dded evil just referred to arising from India's condi· 
tion as a dependency of England. It is right, there
fore, to say that India is in reference to army expendi
ture, between the upperstone of the Cabinet at home 
and the netherstone of the Indian Government for 
the time being at Calcutta. 

THE FORW !RD SCHOOL. 

Instances may now be recalled how the :\Iilitary 
·policy pursued by the Indian Government has led 
sometimes to economy but oftener to large and 
burdensome expenditure on the army. It is well 
known, that tranquillity had been restored after 
-the dark events of 1857, Sir John Lawrence, who was the 
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Viceroy from 1864 to 1869, firmly maintained a 
pacific policy towards the tribes and powers beyond 
lndia'll natural line of defence and was never tempted 
by any Chauvinistic spirit to unprovoked aggression. 
'That was recognised as a wise and stat<'smanlike poHcy 
·conduch·e not only to peaceful relations on the border, 
but to greater domestic progress of a useful character. 
But there was at the time a school in England, led by 
Sir Henry Rawlinson, formerly a British ambassador at 
the Court of PE'rsia, and later on a valiant member of 
the India Council, who from 1855 bad striven most 
sedulously to push Indin.'s boundary beyond its 
uatural lines, with the deliberate intention of ulti· 
mately acquiring Baluchistan and Afghanistan. That 
-school, owing to the events of 1857, had receded some· 
what in the background, but was making strenuous 
efforts in 1864 to revive the old projects originally 
put forward by General Jacob and Sir Henry Green 
two very able " frontier" officers. That school was 
-called the "Forward school," and, thanks mainly to 
the agitation led by Sir Henry Rawlinson, it condemned 
Sir John Lawrence's pacific policy. It was nicknamed 
the policy of "masterly inactivity". "Masterly states
manRhip" should be the more appropriate epithet seeing 
bow that statesmanship, so well directed by Sir John 
Lawrence, was continued by his successors till the 
Viceroyalty of tLe l\Iarquis of Ripon, barring that of 
J.,ord Lytton. Each firmly resisted all attempts, ovel"t 
and covert, made by divers means by the Forward 
School to give a fillip to their pet project of expansion 
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and aggression. In the Council of Sir John Lawrence 
there was that soldier statesman-no other than Sir 

· William Mansfield, afterwards the first Lord Sandhurst,. 
whose scathing minute against the spreadeagle policy 
so forcibly advocated by Sir Henry Rawlinson, may 
still be read not only with interest but instruction. 
Both the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief were 
convinced by their knowledge and experience of the 
true condition of frontier affairs, and even the first 
important advance of Russia in Central Asia as signal
ised by the occupation of Khiva, that it would be most 
mischievous to the interests of India ever to succumb
to the seductive, but by no means wise or statesman
like, policy of the fire-eating forwards who contemplated 
on some suitable opportunity to extend the thin red 
line of the map of India to the O.tus and the Pamirs on 
one side and to Kandahar and Herat on the other. 

THE POLICY OF GLORY AND GUNPOWDER. 

The reception of the embassy of Russians at 
Kabul by Sher~ Ali in 1875-6 was the first opportu
nity the Forward School had of pushing their dt>sign. 
And luckily for them, bnt most unluckily for India,. 
there was at the time at home a Jingo Government in 
office, 1t the head of which was l\Ir. Benjamin Disraeli,. 
afterwards Lord Beaconsfield, who from his inner 
consciousness had evolved what has since been known 
as ''the scientific frontier''..,-that is, such a fluctuating 
frontier that the more.you tried to make it scientific by 
pushing it forward, the ~ore you shifted it nearer the-
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territories of friendly neighbours for stripping them 
naked of their vineyards. Lord Northbrook was asked 
to find some casus belli with the Amir and provoke
hostilities. That statesman, with a single eye to the
interests of India, and with a profound spirit of 
righteousness worthy of an old fashioned Whig of the· 
days of the seventies, with its robust Liberalism,. 
eternJy decJined to comply with .Mr. Disraeli's mandate. 
He courageously withstood it till the importunities
became so pressing that he deemed it expedient rather· 
to lay down his high office than be a party to the· 
crime of unprovoked aggression against the Amir, Lord 
Lytton, his successor, came carrying in his pocket the· 
new policy of Glory and Gunpowder on which his great 
guru had .set his heart. Within eighteen months of 
his arrival, the fat was put into the fire, The match 
to the gunpowder, as wistfully desired by his guru, was 
ignited. Of course, there was a conflagration. But 
we need not further go into the history of the origin of' 
the Afghan War. All that I would reqaest you to 
remember at this stage is the change of policy-from 
masterly inactivity to unprovoked aggression resulting 
in the unrighteous war against the Amir Shere Ali. 
The Jingo Government at home with the reddP.st of 
red " Imperialists" in the person of 1\fr. Disraeli as 
Prime 1\Iinister, and the Yiceroy in India as his obedient 
instrument, the bold scheme of the Forward School was 
actively Ja unched. It is a truism to say that that 
policy entailM untold burdens on India by way of 
military upeoditure till the 2nd Afghan War lasted, 

3 
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bringing little or no credit eitbE>r to British statesman
ship or British arms. 

Happily for India, there was a change of Govern
ment in England in 1880 which, true to its Liberal 
traditions, ·had in opposition severely condemned the 
war and the original unrighteous policy which pro
voked it. With Mr. Gladstone at the helm of the 
new Government peace was soon restored, a relief 
was afforded to the revenues of India by a contribution 
<>f 5 millions sterling from the British Treasury, and a 
most broad-minde~, sympathetic and conscientious 
Viceroy, a Liberal of Liberals, was sent to rule ovPr 
the people. 

During Lord Ripon's Viceroyalty, we witnessed the 
re-establishment once more of the old and wise policy 
<>f Sir John Lawrence, namely, of confining within thl~ 
natural lines of the country's defence. l\Ieanwhile, 
the whole field of military expenditure, as presented by 
the light of the stirring events of the immediate past 
had been just surveyed by the Simla Army Commission 
and Lord Ripon's Government fully supported its re
.::ommendations. 

But with the close of Lord Ripon's Viceroyalty, 
Sir John Lawrence's policy, it is rueful to state, also 
came to a final close. The so-called " Imperialism" 
was slowly coming to the front even in old England, 
and India got her first " Imperial" Viceroy in 
the person of Lord Dufferin trained and versed both in 
Oriental and Occidental diplomacy which might well be 

. characterised as Jesuitical. A change of Government, 
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soon after his arrival here, took place. 'Lord Randolph 
Churchill, with his Imperialistic ideas, became Secretary 
of State. He completely overthrew the old policy • 
. At each end, say, at Westminster and Calcutta, there 
was to be found at the helm of affairs a persen deeply 
imbued with the spirit of Spread-eaglism. The Bengal 
·Chamber of Commerce was vigorously plying its suit 
for the opening up of Upper Burmah by any means. 
It was urged that British merchantii in ~Iandalay were 
molested and otherwise obstructed. Exaggerated, if 
not failacious, accounts of the l'iO·called anarchical 
condition of the dominions of King Tbeebaw were 
circulated by a venal Presil, As a combined result of 
these events, Lord Randolph Churchill resolved to 
hoist the British flag at the capital of the Alamporas. 
The first preliminary step was taken, namely, of 
augmenting the Indian Army. In defiance of the 
recommendation of the Simla Army Commission that 
GO,OOO British and 120,000 Indian troops would amply 
suffice to meet all emergencies and requirements, 
internal and external, that masterful Secretary issued 
his mandate to increase the forces by 10,000 European 
and 20,000 Indian soldiers, Thus the Jingo policy 
was fully set in motion and it is a truism to say that 
since that time, more or less with temporary interrup· 
tion, that policy has been aliowed to have its free sway 
in India. It was brought in evidence before the 
Welby Commi~sion by Sir David Barbour and Sir 
AucldanJ Colvin, two of the ablest Civilian Finance 
-'linisters we ba\'e had, that the military policy, leading 
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to large military expE'nditure, happens to be greatly iG 
the ascendant when there is a stro11g Commander-in
Chief and a weak VicE-roy or when both are strong. 
Conversely, with a strong Viceroy, full of pacific 
intentions, the military policy receives a considerable 
check. 

Thus, it bas happened that every impetus gi"en to
the military policy has constantly disturbed our
finances. A budget balanced with some care and 
caution has been converted into one of deficit .. 
Observed Sir A. C~lviu: "One disturbing element in 
Indian :finance is the constant frontier trouble-smnll 
expeditions with a nearly balanced budget may just 
have the effect of creating a deficit." And speaking 
of expeditions generally, he further observed that they 
are "inherentin the Indian system as that they have· 
been more frequent of hte in consequence of the 
adoption of a certain policy." Indeed, he emphatically 
declared that the net result of a strong military policy· 
was the wrecking of Indian Finance. And the late· 
Sir Edwin Collen was obliged under the cross-exami· 
nation of Lord Welby to admit that "everything 
depends on an economic Yiceroy." 

It is superfluous to say that more or less the 
military policy held its ascendency during the· 
Viceroyalty of Lords Lansdowne and Elgin. There was 
the Kashmir imbroglio and the subsequent occupation 
of Gilgit, Hunza and Nagyar. The Chitral expedi
tion followed and later on the inglorious exptldition to· 

·'Tirah. All these were the fruitful products of that 
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-ascendency. But the policy became exceedingly 
·mischievous during the masterful and '"strenuous', 
Viceroyalty of Lord Curzon. No Viceroy came to 
India more steeped in the reddest of red Imperialism 
than he. It eventually led to that so-called "peaceful" 
·ilxpedition to Lhassa, with the ulterior object o£ 
threatening China in South-west Yunan. His ludicrous 
Spread·eaglism and pompoUi; Cresarian attitude in the 
Persian Gulf is well-known. In his person Lord 
"Curzon demonstrated to the hilt the truth of the 
~tatements made by high officials of State before the 
'Velby Commission, that Indian finance was liable 
-to the greatest disturbance with a strong Commandt~l'" 

in-Chief and a too militant Viceroy. But for the fat 
profits chiefly derived from the eno.rmous coinage of 
rupees, the financial:disturbances would have been seen 
·at a very early date. The taxation imposed last year 
'Dlight have been earlier in1posed by Lord Curzon 
·himself. His surpluses werP. in reality windfalls an:l 
spent after the manner of spendthrifts, though we 
must acknowledge the remission of the salt duty. -No 
1ioubt Lord Kitchener fell out with Lord Curzon, but 
the quarrel had reference rather to an administrative 
than a military problem. The autocratic Viceroy could 
not brook another Turk near Lis throne. But in the 
matter of t.be new fangled organisation carried out by 
Lord Kitcbener entailing further permanent burden 

-()n tbe revenue, Lord Curzon was one with him. To 
.add to India's misfortunes, there unluckily happened 
thro\lghout the three Viceroyalties that she had weak 
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Secretaries of State, with no grit, to check and 
,control the strong military policy which was having. 
its full and free sway in the Viceregal Council. Thus,. 
the policy having been what I have described above, is 
it a matter of surprise that from the days of Lord 
Dufferin to those of Lord Curzon, military expendi
ture, as already shewn in the early part of this papert 
was allowed to mount upwards by leaps and bounds? 

WILL THERE BE ANY MATERIAL- RETRE~CH:i\IENT? 

I t.hink, I, have fairly demonstrated bow far 
two fundamental causes have ·largely operated 
in the growth of army expenditure; firstly, ,the 
mischi~:vous amalgamation scbem~:, and secondly, the 
equally mischierous "forward policy'' of both the· 
Gorernment of India aud the Home Government since· 
1885. Unless, therefor~:, the two principal causes which 

· have contributed to the increase of 11 '61 crores of 
rupees from 1885·86 are removed partially or wholly, 
I for one am not sanguine of any substantial reduction 
of military expenditure. We may take it for granted 
that the able officers at the head of the Finance Depart
ment will conscientiously discharge their duty, minutely 
examine the increases under each head of the grant 
for the annual army services, and recommend such 
reduction and economy as to them may seem re!u;onably 
compatible with " efficiency", whatever may be under
stood by that word. We may consider ourselves lucky 
if they can show a saving of half a crore if ever so· 
much. But assuming that it comes to that amount, 
we,may inquire bow long will it last and how soon, 
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may it be absorbed by fresh recurring expenditure. 
Experience informs us that all this labour which the 
Finance Department may undergo and all the savings 
they may effect will be so much labour lost and 
wasted. Reductions there have been in the past, but 
they have been uniformly swept away by the force of the 
irre~istible tide of military requirements. To take the 
latest and most striking instance, It would be in your 
recollection that the Welby Commission bad recom
mended that India should be allowed a reduction in 
its Home military charges to the extent of .£2,50,000. 
But before two years had elapsed the War Office 
jumped a mine on the Government by saddling our 
finances with .£7 ,86,000 of annual permanent expendi
ture by way of increased soldiers' pay, That fresh 
burden would have been impossible had there been D(} 

amalgamation scheme. 
Then as to the policy. If you takA into conside

ration that the new policy of aggression and expan• 
sion commenced with the augmentation of 30,00(} 
soldiers, you will find that the additional cost by way 
of small wars, expeditions, mobilisation, up-to-date 
ordnance and other arms of precision, war material &c., 
have absorbed many a lakh of rupees every year. In 
reality the military candle has been kept burning on 
both these accounts without a thought of the burden 
on the inarticulate tax-payer. On the one hand, the 
amalgamation scheme entails from time to time a bur
den on our far from elastic revenue which the
Government of India is powerless to prevent, and on 
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the other hand, there is the ascendancy of the military 
element in the Viceregal Government which leads to 
other increases of expenditure. It would be obvious, 
there(ore, that until the amalgamation scheme, I 
repeat, is denounced in Parliament by some member 
of the vast military knowledge &nd experience of the 
late distinguished Sir Charles Dilke, and another of an 
equitable character is substituted instead there can be 
no hope of any cessation of additional expenditure of 
a permanent character, You will never be able to keep 
it rigidly stationary at a certain figure as was the 
-case from 1861-62 to 1884-85, with slight interrup
tion. Policy also must be modified. That can partly 
be accomplished in two ways by our Indian reprPsenta· 
tives in the Viceregal Council. Firstly, by vigorously 
-snpporting the Government of India which for years 
past bas been unsuccessfully remonstrating with the 
Home Government in respect of chargt~s dictated 
purely by Imperial interest in which India has no con· 
-cern or next to none. Secondly, by a vigilant watch 
over all branches of military expenditure incurrf'd in 
India which under existing circumstances may be 
deemed voidable. 

REDUCED F.XPENDJTURE POSTULATES CHANGE OF POLICY. 

In reference to policy it may be of importance 
to draw your attention to the very pertinent observa
tions made by the Government of India. in their des
patch of 25th March, 1890, to which I have made 
reference in the sequel. 
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~Iuch water has flowed under the bridge since 
;then, but it may be fearlessly said that the Govern
-ment is no way nearer to-day in successfully achieving 
its object than it was twenty years ago. 

SIMLA ARMY COMMISSION'S REPORTS, 

I now come to my last point, namely, the pro
(pOSed reduction in the strength of the army itself. I 
need not want, gentlemen, to inform you that if even 
.half of the additional troops which were increased in 
1885, is reduced, there would result a substantial 
saving which would afford great relief to the revenue 
. and which might be very well utilised for some of the 
most deserving and trying objects of public welfare. 
But before I further descant on this part of my sub-

ject, which is of immediate practical urgency I would 
detain you for a few minutes by taking you back to the 
report of the Simla Army Commission as it is of the 
highest importance in the consideration of the proposed 
.reduction. 

In its letter to the President appointing the 
·Commission the Government declared the main object 
for which it was instituted, namely, "to assist Govern
ment in determining what share of the unavoidable 
reduction can be borne by the military charges with
-out injury to the gent>ral efficiency of the army, 
. .and in what manner such s.avincrs can best be effected. 

I!) 

In order that the Government may be put in a posi· 
·tion to decide on this most important question, inves
tigation of your Commission must be comprehensive 
--and exhaustive, embracing in fact the whole subject of 
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military organisation and expenditure; you are requestE-d 
to study carefully the improvements in administration 
which have been recently introduced into the British 
and other European armies and to consider how far 
such changes can be advantageously introduced into 
the Indian armies. The great problem of modern 
military organisation is to provide the largest and 
most efficient force in war with the smallest permanent 
peace establishment and expenditure; and it is to a 
solution of this problem that the labours of your· 
Commission mu~t specially be directed.'' The Commis
sion responded to this reference as follows :-

,,Nearly two-thirds of the border of the Indian 
Empire is protected by the sea. So long as Great 
Britain is the mistress of the seas, the seacoast of· 
India is protected by the fleet of England and the 
Indian army need provide only for defences at four or 
five seaports. The external foes which the Indian 
army may have to meet on its land frontier are, Russia 
and Afghanistan on the north-west; Nepaul or Bhootan 
on the north-east; wild tribes of the Assam, Cacbar 
and Arracan border on the east; and Burma on the 
south-east. It is not probable that India will come in 
contact with China or Persia on the land frontier of 
British India !or sometime to <;Orne. For operations· 
against Russia or Afghanistan assisted by Russia, a 
force of two army corps of 50,000 to 60,000 fighting 
men might possibly be necessary. None has ever 
suggested that the army of India :should be maintained 
at a strength necessary to put into the field a larger· 
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force than this. Two divisions of all arms would· 
probably suffice for the requirements of a war with 
Nepaul; while, against other external foes a single· 
division of all arms would, if communications were 
mentioned, be enough." 

It will be noticed that the recommendation of the· 
Army Commission to have 50,000 to 60,~00 European 
and 100,000 to 1,20,000 Indian troops was made after 
due deliberation and a most cautious and careful survey 
of the conditions on the frontier and the then position or 
Russian advance in Centrai Asia, The recommendation 
was agreed to by Lord Ripon's Government. But on 
his retirement and on the change in the Ministry in 
1885, the Forward School found in Lord Randolph 
Churchill an active advocate to carry out its design. 
His mandate went forth to increase the European 
troops by 10,000 and Indian by 20,000. Nothing 
special bad happened on the frontier and no change· 
in the attitude of Russia had occurred to justify such 
an increase. Two of the members of Lord Dufferin's 
Government were so convinced of not only the non
utility of the increase but of its possible evils that they 

placed on record their trenchant dissent which bears 
date 14th August, 1885, Both the late Sir Auckland 
Colvin, that bl'illiant administrator, who was then 
Finance Minister and l\Ir. (now Sir Courteney) IIbert 
obsPrved in their joint minute that " there sPems every 
reason to apprehend that the increase of our forces
beyond the needs enumerated by the army commission. 
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'may prove a weapon less of defence than of aggression. 
'We are of opinion that as no circumstances have arisen 
which from a military point of view have not a)n•ady 
···been foreseen and guardP.d against the proposal to 
increase the strength of the army of 27,000 men 

·-should be negatived. We are further of opinion that 
·1t may lead to the advocacy and possibly to the 
·adoption of projects for the extension of our present 
·frontier." And again: " It bas been already pointed 

. ·out that the existence of such a force would be no 
mean agent in b'ringing about the very risk which it 

.-is meant to obviate. A Rtanding army which is larger 
'than is necessary for home requirt'ments will be 
ca temptation, and almost an irresistible weapon of 
·offence beyond the border." How prophetic was the 
·warning win be readily admitted when we recall 
iihe events which have taken place on the frontiers 
·since 1885. Who is unaware of the acquisition of 
'Upper Burmah, of the occupation of Gilgit, Hunza 
and Nagyar which eventually culminated in the ex· 
·pedition to Chitral. Later on there were those expedi· 
tions in the Malakand Pass and the territories of the 

.Afridis and Oekzais. Still later on there was that 
··disastrous expedition to Tirah. All these have cost 
millions of money which might have been well avoided. 
But the addition to the forces was, as the two members 

··of the Government wisely forewarned, a direct incen· 
tive to frontier expeditions and land~grabbing. 'l'he 
plea has been put forward that they were all necessary 
in order that the frontiers may be kept free of turbulent 
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tribes and Russian intrigues and complications. Russia 
had all through been held up as a bogey and Imperial 
interests were urged for the purpose as if the quarrels. 
of Great Britain with Ru~sia on the European Continent 
had any concern with India to justify an unnecessarily· 
large standing ·army on the Indian border. The· 
Government of India felt sore on this point. It had more· 
than once remonlltrated with the Home Government 
but in vain. In one of these most important despatches. 
they were constrained to observe as follows :-"Millions . 
of money have been spent on increasing tht~ army in 
India, on armaments and on fortifications to provide 
for the security of India, not against domestic enemies,. 
or to prevent.the incursions of the warlike peoples of· 
adjoining countries, but to maintain the supremacy of 
British power in the East. The scope of all those· 
great and co~tly measures reaches far beyond Indian 
limits and the policy which dictates them is an Imperia~. 
policy. We claim, thereforE>, that in the maintenance· 
of British forces in this country a just and even liberal· 
vit>w should be taken of the charges which should be
lt>gitimately made against Indian revt>nces." But. 
all through the remonstl'anct>s and appeab of the .. 
Indian Governmt>nt have gone in \'ain while many 
more millions on arms and ammunition!', mobili!!ation, . 
fortification, strategic railways and a variety of otht>r · 
objects too numE.'rous to be detailed here, have been· 
incurred from yt>ar to year, till the entire military. 
expenditurt>, exclusi\'e of strategic railways, stood at. 
28'66 crores in 1909-10. 
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. OPINION OF TWO MEMBERS OF THE WELBY COIDIISSION 

ON ARMY CHARGES FOISTED ON INDIA, 

I hope I have now made it clear how far the 
. policy· pursued by t~e Imperial Government bas 
been largely contribi.ttory to the expenditure 
which now. absorbs the whole of the net land 
revenue of the empire. So able and : levelheaded 
a member of t.he Royal Commission on Indian expen-

. diture as the late Sir James Peile, in his separate 
minute to the Majority Report, bas observed : "It is 
needful to remember that the foreign military policy 
pursued in India, while it certainly aims at the safety 
of India, is also the policy of a great European State, 
and therefore a policy of mixed elements. The dictum 
that India should contribute part of the cost of British 
military operations in which India bas a direct and 
substantial interest may easily be turned round. Here 
there is a partnership which irr.plies joint objPcts and 
interests, and that I think is a reason for gn·at 

. consideration in dealing with the home effective 
charges.'' Again, the late :Mr. Buchanan, who was 
also a member of the Commission, and became after
wards Under·Secretary of State for India, observed in 
his own minute that " in so far as the military defence 
of India is concerned, India pays everything and the 
United Kingdom nothing, and yet the tnaintenance of 
the military· defence of India is one of the greatest 
of Imperial questions. The military gtrength of India 

the main factor in the strength of our Empire in 
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ihe East. In virtue of that !\trE~ngth Great Britain is 
a grf'at Asiatic Power.'' 

PRIMA FACIE GROVNDS FOR RECONSIDERING PRESENT 

ARlllY STRENGTH. 

The question then remains whether the time has 
not come when the entire policy of the Imperial 

Government, 80 f~tr as it is a great Asiatic power, should 
not be impartially considered on its own merits. If 
that policy is to be firmly maintained, then how may .. 
the growing expenditure be kept under check and 
control? Indian revenues, as we are all aware, are 
suhject to the greatest fluctuations either on account 
of physical calamities or external f:'conomics and 
politics which the polity of the Impf:'rial Government 
force on this dependency. At present the Indian 
Government is sorely tried as to how to balance the 
two sides of the annual account. With the threatened 
extinction of the opium revenue, the position two 
years hence is certain to be more embarrassed than it 
is at present. Either enhanced or new or both kind11· 
of taxation will becom(:' inevitable or ways and means 
of retnmchmcnt must be found to bring about an 
equilibrium in the balance sbf'et. As far ail retrench
ment bas to be considered, I do not think 
that there can be any two opinion:'! about military 
expenditure being the fint which ought to be taken 
on hand. We may economise civil expenditure as 
be::;t we may; but it is neither so burdensome nor so 
crushing, let alone its lll'Oductivity, as military .. 
Having regard to the fact that th(:' Russian bogey has 
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bt-en dispelled and that thtore is no reason whatever
to apprehend any external attack from that Power· 
on our frontiers in future there is no reason to have 
~;uch a large standing army as is maintained at 
present. :Moreover, many more miles of railways,. 
~;tategic included, have been constructed at the expense
of crores of rupees which have vastly facilitated 
transport and mobilisation. That fact ought to add 
additional weight towards the consideration of the-· 
question of retrenchment. There is, again, a con· 
f:iderable force of armed police which did not exist 
when the Simla Army Commission made the report .. 
Next, the reserves and the Y olunteer force also have
been greatly augmented. Thus view, as you may, 
the position at present from any point you are 
irresistibly led to the conclusion that on every ground 
a case for retrenchment has been made out. Even so-· 
redoubtable an organ of the military bureaucracy as 
the Pi0'11Ur observed in its issue of 7th July as. 
follows : " The argument that because a certain 
establishment laid down fifty years ago was appropriate
to the wants of the Indian Empire, this estimate can 
never be Hable to modification is surely one t.hat could 
have only been brought forward from a scarcity of· 
better ones. Circumstances are always altering, the 
balance of power is substantiaiJy shifting, the disso·· 
Intion of old combinations and the formation of new, 
erents in the outside world, such as new railways, new~ 
lands, new inventions, not to speak of campaigns and 
battles in whatever distant lands they may occur, are-· 
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-continually altering the relations of a country's 
military resources to the necessities, and making the 
forc~s that were ample at one time insufficient at 
.another and vice versa '* '* . The menace that 
looked so black has rolled away for good, as far. as 
human forPsiglit can go. A strange shift of int£>r
national politics has brought us into relations of friPnd-
1ine~s and common interest:; witl1 thEl! power who for 
many long years seemed it1fallibly destined to close 
with us in a life and death struggle for the 
fJOSSPssion of India. Can it be said that the 
removal of such a wE~ight offers.· no prima. facie 
grounds for a reconsideration of the scale of our own 
military establishments?" But the Russian bogey 
having been laid low by the Anglo-Rmsian agrt>ement, 
the Forward School is now~ screaming that China is 
massing troops on the Nepaul Fr(lntier and that affair~ 
in the Persian Gulf, owing to the construction of the 
Bagdad railway, demand watchfulnt>ss and preparPdness! 
These are two new bogiPs bnt they 11eed not frighten 
anybody. For on the face of it it i11 ahsurd to expect 
China, or for that matter Siam, ever contemplating an 
attack on the north-eRst frontiPr. Says .the Pionee1•: 
"To suppose that China would contPmplate sl"rious 
hostilities in those remote jungles while she lit>s open 
to blows over the ht>art from.the Briti_sh Navy would be 
to suppose her statesmen infatuated indt>ed ... Tbeu .we 
are warned about the political situation of the Gulf, 
but it i~ not obvious how matters thE>re should afffct 
the Indian .Army." 

4 
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So far these fresh bogies may be at once dis
missed fro.n our mind. We need not tarry to consider 
them for a moment, utterly puerile as they are and 
opposed to all possibilities. On the other hand, to
again quote the Allahabad paper, " i~ cannot be denied 
that the internal duties and responsibilities of the· 
Indian Army have lightened very greatly during recent 
years, firstly, because it has no longer to act as: 
counterpoise to a body more than twice· its strength in 
the shape of the Native States' armies, and partly 
because of the enormous improvements in communi
cations. In brief, all the evidence seems to indicate a
_good p1-ima facie case for the reopening of the ques
tion." 

BOW MAY RETRENCHMENT BE EFFECTED ? 
A prima facie case being· made out, let us

consider how may a reduction in the cost of the Army 
be affected. There are, I think, only two ways or 
doing it. Either the Army should be brought down to
the strength at which it stoQd before lmd Randolph 
Churchill increased it in 1885, or if that is not to be,. 
then justice demands that the burden on the Indian 
revenues be lightened by a fair and reasonable contribu
tion yearly from tht~ Imperial Exchequer in considera
tion of the unquestionable service the retention of the
present standing Army of India renders to the Imperial 
Government, namely, in maintaining its supremacy in 
the East as a Great Asiatic Power. 

AJ to the first alternative, even the Pion~e1· 
rPCommends it; but it would propose" a reduction in 
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the st.rength of the Indian troops alone. This is
·opposed by the unanimous -voice of t~e Indian Press 
which voices enlightened Indian public opinion. For 
just consider what an Indian soldier costs and what a 
European. It appears from the Financt> and Revenue 
Accounts· for . 1909-10 that the total cost of the 
European Army, consisting of 21,01 officers and 59,111 
warrant officers and soldiers, in all 61,222, is a sum of 
Rupees 8'60, crore Rupees by way of regimental pay and 
allowances, provision, and the charges paid in England. 
·The total cost of the Indian Army consisting of 2,372 
-officers and 127,603 warrant officers and men, in all 
129,975, came to 6'40 crore Rupet>s for regimental pay 
a·nd allowances and provision. Thus each European costs 
1,404 Rupee~ and each Indian 492; in other words, it 
costs 3 times more to maintain European troops 
than Indian. If the strength of the European is 
brought back to that at which it stood up tilll885, say 
50,000, the saving by t.he reduction of 10,000, in all 
now would mean 1' 40 Crore Rupees. To obtain the same 
retrE-nchment of l '40 Crore RtJpees would require the 
reduction of 28~000 Indian troops. Is it not wiser to 
curtail that limb of the Army which is needless and most. 
costly? If, however, there is to be a reduction both in tLe 
European and the Indian Army, then it would be well 
to maintain a force of 50,000 for the former and 
100,000 for the latter. The saving then would be in 
round figures nearly 3 crores-a vE-ry substantial saving 
indE-ed giving the greatest relief to the revenues and 
.relieving the tax-payers from any fresh taxation which 
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might be otherwise inevitable. With en·n a reduction 
of 5,000 European and 10,000 Indian soldiers the 
saving will be about It Crore Rupees. 

Of course, the Times and other Chau\'ini~tic pllpPrs: 
in London, and their counterparts h('re, have b~>Pn 

scr('aming aioud against the reduction of a single 
European t'oldier, but it is to be hoped that t.be
prudent and economic Gov£>rnment of I .. ord Hardinge· 
will not be deterred by that irrational hue and cry from 
courageously facing the financial situation in the face 
and rendering tha~ just financial r£>1ief to India which 
is called for. There is the gr('ater hope of this, St>Ping 
how vigorously has the Under-Secretary of State in his. 
budget speech laid emphasi!i on army retrenchme-nt. 
By all means maintain the basal principle of having 
one European soldier for every two Indian. But it 
would be moiit unjust that while a European co~ts. 

Rs. 1,404 pPr annum and an Indian only Rs. 492, to 
curtail the Rtrength of the latter only and wholly 
maintain that of the former. That would be a crying 
injustice and otherwise impolitic from all points of 
view. But if the Chauvinist organs of British public 
opinion are anxious to see no European !lOldier reduced,. 
thet•, they ought to be prepared in all conscience and 
equity to recommend to the British Treasury to bear a 
part of ·the cost of the European army in India,. 
seeing that it is partially maintained in Imperial 

interests alone, 
This' bring~ me to the second alternative of the 

contribution to the Indian revenues from the British. 
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Treasury. So unbiassed and fair-minded 11. member of 
th; Welby Commission as Mr. Buchanan observed in 
his minute to the Majority Report that "on general 
grounds and from our recent experience of the help 
that India's military strength can give to the Empire 
it is established beyond question that India's strength · 
is the Empire's strength, and that in discharging these 
Imperial duties India has a fair claim that part of the 
burden should be borne by the Imperial ex.chtlquer. 
There may be difficulties as to the method of making 
the charge' and the:amount. As to the equity of the 
claim on the part of India there can be no doubt." I 
am sure erery enlightened and fair-minded person, be 
he European or Indian, will endorse the justice of the
suggestion which Mr. Buchanan had made but which, 
of course, did not commend itself to the majority of 
his colleagues. But the cogency of his reasoning and 
the fairness of his proposal must be deemed to stand 
as good, if not better, to-day than they were first 
made fourteen years ago. 

CONCLUSION, 

Summarising, I may say that no substan
tial retrenchment can be effected in the Army 
expenditure unless the strength of the entire 
force, European and Indian, is brought back to 
what it \\·as in 1885. There are most cogent 
reasons for such a reduction, seeing that 
the conditions which prevailed from 1885 till the date 
of the Anglo-Russian convention have altogether 
changed for the better. There can be no fear of 
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might be otherwise inevitable. With even a reduction 
of 5,000 European and 10,000 Indian soldiers the 
saving wiB be about It Crore Rupees. 

Of course, the Tirnes and other ChauYini~tic papPrs: 
in London, and their counterparts hPre, h_ave b~>en 

scr~>aming aioud against the reduction of a single
Europ~>an lilo1dier, but it is to be hoped that t.he· 
prudent and economic Government of Lord Hardinge· 
will not be deterred by that irrational hue and cry from 
courageously facing the financial situation in the face 
and rendering that just financial relief to India which 
is called for. There is the greater hope of this, SPt>ing 
how vigorously has the Under-Secretary of State in his. 
budget speech laid emphasis on army retrenchment. 
By all means maintain the basal principle of having 
one European soldier for every two Indian. But it 
would be mo;:~t .unjust that while a European costs. 
Rs. 1,404 pPr annum and an Indian only Rs. 492, to 
curtail the strength of the latter only and wholly 
maintain that of the former. That would be a crying 
injustice and otherwise impolitic from all points of 
view. But if the Chauvinist organs of British public 
opinion are anxious to see no European soldier reduced,. 
then, they ought to be prepared in all conscieuce and 
equity to recommend to the British Treasury to bear a 
part of ·the cost of the European army in India,. 
seeing that it is partially maintained in Imperial 
interests alone. 

This" brings me to the second alternative of the 
contribution to the Indian revenues from the British. 
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Treasury. So unbiassed and fair-minded & member of 
th;Welby Commission as Mr. Buchanan observed in 
his minute to the Majority Report that " on general 
grounds and from our recent experience of the help 
that India's military strength can give to the Empire 
it is established beyond question that India's strength · 
is the Empire's strength, and that in discharging these 
Imperial duties India bas a fair claim that part of the 
burden should be borne by the Imperial excht>quer. 
There may be difficulties as to the method of making 
the charge' and tbe:amount. As to the equity of the 
claim on the part of India there can be no doubt." I 
am sure erery enlightened and fair-minded person, be 
he European or Indian, will endorse the justice of the
suggestion which 1\fr. Buchanan had made but which, 
of course, did not commend itself to the majority of 
his collt>agues. But the cogency of his reasoning and 
the fairness of his proposal must be deemed to stand 
as good, if not better, to-day than they were first 
made fourteen years ago. 

CONCLUSION. 

Summarising, I may say that no substan· 
tial retrenchment can be effected in the Army 
expenditure unless the strength of the entire 
force, European and Indian, is brought back to 
what it was in 1885. There are most cogent 
reasons for such a reduction, seeing that 
the conditions which prevailed from 1885 till the date 

. of the Anglo-Russian convention ha\'e altogether 
changed for the better. There can be no fear of 
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external aggression from any European or even Asiatic 
Power, either from the north-west or north-east. The 
internal duties of the troops have been considerably 
lightened by the increased reserves,. by the larger 
volunteer force, by the armed native police and by the 
trained Army of Native States. Thirdly, there has 
been enormous improvements and facilities of co~· 
munication. Fourthly, more fortifications, military 
defence works, and strategic railways have been 
eonstructed. Lastly, the army to-day is infinitely 

_ more efficient everyway in arms and accoutrements 
than it was in 188.5. Each and every one of these are 
.strong reasons in favour of a. reduction. Apart from 
that it is highly imperative to modify considerably the 
Army Amalgamation scheme of 1859 which bas been 
the perennial source of increased Army charges for 
European troops, not infrequently of a character to 
embarrass the Indian exchequer as the Government of 
India has to its cost felt time out of number. It is ari 
unequal partnership of a mos.t burdensome character and 
withal so unjust that it offers next to no voice to the 
Indian Government to resist crushing charges imposed 
from time to time. The scheme, from the very first, 
has been condemned by experts some of whom have 
not been slow to observe that it is a convenient instru
ment for the War Office when opportunity offers to 
ilerve the ex:igencies of British estimates. Such an one· 
sided and grossly iniquitious scheme needs either to be 
ended or ~ended. And, lastly, the Imperial policy in 
reference to the maintenance of its supremacy as an 
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Ashtic Power in the East requires to be so far modified 
as to diminish to a large extent the financial liabilities 
and obligations it imposes-liabilities and obligations 
which should equitably fall on the British Treasury and 
against which the Government of India has persistently 
protested and appealed to the Imperial Governmen~ 

but hitherto in vain. 

-:o:-


